Cloud Drives
Business Transformation

The Future of Work is Changing
The transformative nature of Cloud is significant and very real given that we live
in a tech savvy workforce of Millennials and Gen Z’s that expect to communicate
through different channels than past generations. At Sierra Systems, an NTT DATA
Company, we understand how Oracle Cloud solutions transform your business and
provide you with a competitive advantage through higher performance at lower
cost. Oracle Cloud accelerates strategic innovation across your organization so
that you evolve into a connected, intelligent business while simplifying business
processes. The challenge you face is preparing your business to take advantage of
these new solutions with feature rich business processes. Upfront preparedness is
the key to successfully harnessing these game-changing solutions. Cloud improves
the user experience and usability with more mobile and social capabilities than
we’ve ever had in the past enabling your workforce to be more productive.

Cloud Applications
• Human Capital
Management Cloud
• Talent Cloud
• ERP Cloud
• Procurement Cloud
• Project Portfolio
Management Cloud
• Planning and Budgeting
Cloud Service

Sierra Systems’ Framework for Cloud Success
Our Oracle Cloud Transformation program

Our Oracle Cloud Transformation Program explores the business impacts of Cloud
to determine the magnitude of your transformation journey including the ability
to embrace concepts such as continuous innovation and your organizations ability
to shift the thinking to innovation and differentiation versus customization. We
leverage tools such as our Business Readiness Scorecard and Sierra’s Maturity
Assessment Tool to develop a fact-based business transformation plan designed
for Cloud success to proactively move you along the maturity spectrum.

Industries
•
•
•
•

Higher Education
Health
Government
Commercial

Our Business Readiness Scorecard
A scorecard measures your organization’s readiness to embrace
the People, Process and Technology changes associated with Cloud.
We baseline this early and update it throughout the preparedness
and deployment phases to establish the current pulse of your
organization’s ability to accept changes as a result of the new Cloud
application. This is led by the business and the resulting information
influences the go-no-go decision for implementation timing.

An example of a Business Readiness Scorecard
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Our Cloud Maturity Assessment Tool
Sierra Systems has developed a tool that enables us to evaluate your cloud capability maturity.
We capture information in a questionnaire format and then assimilate the results into a
Level 4
summary map. This map illustrates your current level of capability to adopt Cloud, on a
Leading
scale of 1-to-4, along with a desired target. These various levels reflect a best practices
Culture of continuous
improvement
spectrum of readiness maturity. The difference of where you are today
Level
3
versus where you would like to be determines the magnitude
Advanced
Adopt & Adapt
of transformation and organizational impact across the
Culture
Level 2
business and IT to be addressed.

Level 1
Basic

Business
Maturity
IT Maturity

Level 0
Ad-Hoc

Limited
capability

Emerging

Differentiation and innovation drives
desired outcomes

Business takes ownership of process improvements
Target high value business processes for Cloud
Actively engage business owners in the Cloud conversation
Support Cloud impacts with strong governance model
Strategy embraces modern solutions and a path to the Cloud
Outcomes and benefit realization are measurable

Current level of capability to adapt
Desired target

Application data and integration
frameworks are robust & support Cloud
IT is Agile &
Adaptable

Our Cloud Transformation services provide you with the information needed
to define a transformation plan that is specific to your organizations’ needs.
This plan is critical to help mitigate risk and maximizes the success of your
Cloud initiatives.

Additional Services Include
• Executive education on the transformative journey to cloud
• IT transformation and sustainment toolkits
• Governance framework(s) for transparency and agile decision making

Sierra Systems’ Commitment to Your Cloud Success
At Sierra Systems, we are committed to the helping our clients with the
full lifecycle of Cloud initiatives from discovery, upfront preparedness,
implementation, along with governance, decision and sustainment
frameworks. Sierra’s breadth of services and our experience positions us to
be your partner of choice to help your Cloud initiatives.

Your Trusted Partner
for the Oracle Cloud
Interested in learning how today’s
Oracle Cloud solutions can prepare
your organization for tomorrow’s
changes?
• SusieMcLeod@sierrasystems.com
• CheriseOKennedy@sierrasystems.com
• 1-877-688-1371

Our consulting professional provide clients with trusted advice on strategy and stakeholder engagement, as well as business process
transformation and Cloud Readiness. We leverage leading transformation and change management practices, tools, and experiences gained
from completing hundreds of successful projects.
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